MEMORY CARE SPECIALIZED FOR THOSE WITH ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE AND DEMENTIA

Edgewood Vista’s memory care is a welcoming community completely focused on providing familiarity, compassion, appropriate support and care. Our approach provides a continuum of care with memory care, adult day services and short-term stay.
CARE FOR CAREGIVERS

Adult Day Services & Short-Term Stay are terms used by Edgewood Vista to describe time taken by the caregiver for rest and rejuvenation from the demands of caring for a loved one with Alzheimer’s disease or dementia. Though caregivers often feel guilty leaving their loved one in the care of someone else, it is imperative for both parties. Caregivers who neglect their own physical and emotional health may be ill-equipped to meet the daily challenges of care giving.

We offer Adult Day Services and Short-Term Stay so that your loved one gets personalized care while you take care of errands, appointments, your job or a vacation. Edgewood offers a variety of programs to help you for an hour, a full day or an extended time.

When a loved one is initially diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease or dementia, especially in the early stages of the disease, the initial responsibilities of the family member who is the primary caregiver may seem manageable. Eventually, the progression of the disease makes this role an around-the-clock responsibility. Soon the sole caregiver becomes exhausted with the growing needs of their loved one.

ADULT DAY SERVICES & SHORT-TERM STAY

Rely on Edgewood to care for your loved one while you receive a well-deserved break. Adult Day Services & Short-Term Stay at Edgewood are available 24/7, 365 days per year. Your loved one gets personalized care while you take care of errands, appointments, work or day trips.

Adult Day Services & Short-Term Stay include all services offered to our full-time residents, such as:

- 24-hour staffing with nurse coverage
- Safe, homelike environment with secured doors and outdoor courtyard
- Care from staff members with specific training in Alzheimer’s disease and dementia
- Nutritious home-cooked meals and snacks
- Planned daily activities
- Assistance with grooming
- Medication administration under nurse supervision

MEMORY CARE

Edgewood embraces hope, encouragement and humor to guide residents and their families in our Memory Care living areas and services.

Alzheimer’s disease and dementia affect each individual differently. Our staff members have training in understanding the conditions and challenges associated with changes that result from this illness.

- Designated nurse manager
- Higher staff to resident ratio
- Secure environment
- Dining assistance
- Incontinence care
- Activities appropriate for those with physical and cognitive challenges
- Coordination of hospice and end-of-life care

Our hallmark is your peace of mind

Edgewood communities have special expertise in creating an environment and providing care for residents with Alzheimer’s disease and dementia. Our caregivers, activities and services positively impact cognitive functioning and improve quality of life through love, support, patience and encouragement.

Secure, safe and active

Each resident lives as independently as possible within our safe, comfortable home. Residents share meals and activities in the kitchen and living room, a smaller, more intimate space that helps decrease anxiety, confusion and depression. We also have soothing room colors and ‘memory boxes’ next to residents’ rooms that are decorated with personal memorabilia.

Residents can participate in organized daily exercise, walking outdoors in our courtyard, games, occasional outings, music and other activities. We also tailor one-on-one activities to meet individual needs.

MEMORY CARE SERVICES INCLUDE:

- 24-hour specially trained supervision
- Three personalized meals daily, plus snacks
- Family-style dining
- Modified diets as needed
- Housekeeping and linen service
- Personal laundry
- Health monitoring
- Scheduled transportation
- A safe/secure home-like environment
- Assistance with bathing, personal hygiene and dressing
- Private and companion living with half baths
- Daily group exercise
- Tailored one-on-one stimulating activities
- “Memory Boxes” outside of each resident’s apartment
- Outdoor courtyard with walking path
EDGEWOOD’S MEMORY CARE PHILOSOPHY

Edgewood uses the proven overall philosophy as well as practical tactics of Jolene Brackey in every aspect of our care for those with Alzheimer’s disease or dementia. Jolene’s guidance and solutions are Edgewood’s Memory Care principles. She is the author of “Creating Moments of Joy,” and a national speaker with heartwarming insights and actual steps to create positive outcomes for individuals with the disease, their loved ones and caregivers like the Edgewood professionals.

LIFE STATIONS

Edgewood Vista’s environment encourages residents with Alzheimer’s disease or dementia to interact with family, residents and staff. Our Life Stations help our residents spark old memories and create activities that encourage interest, movement and interaction. These stations are helpful in the retention of memories from years past and creates moments of joy.

Using activities such as gardening, working with tools, desk work and folding laundry, Life Stations help residents with Alzheimer’s disease and dementia revisit and retain memories in a comforting way and also provide a sense of purpose through familiar activities. Usually a resident who engages in Life Stations is less likely to wander, has reduced levels of stress and anxiety and exhibits a calmer demeanor.
A daughter came up to me and started talking about her father who has Alzheimer’s disease. She told me how when she was growing up she was the only girl to three boys. Her father spent the majority of time with the boys so she didn’t know her dad well. Today he has Alzheimer’s disease and she is his caregiver. She is getting to know her dad for the first time because he doesn’t recognize her as his daughter. But he says her name to me how when she was growing up she was the only girl to three boys.

We know people with Alzheimer’s disease or dementia lose their short-term memory. This is why they repeat their stories, why they cannot remember what they had for breakfast, or that you visited the night before. Instead of making them utilize their short-term memory, focus on their long-term memory. Instead of asking if someone came to visit last night, talk about that person in general. “Your husband is a hard worker. He sure likes to...” What about that story they tell you over and over again and you want to say, “You already told me that 10 times!” Please refrain and see the positive side to their story. Think to yourself, this is the story I must remember. As the disease progresses and they lose their ability to communicate, this is the story I can tell them over and over again that will put a light in their eye and possibly a smile on their face.

Another situation, which happens frequently, is when you remind them over and over again they have an appointment. When you arrive to pick them up, they say, “No one told me. I am not ready to go.” First of all, stop reminding them of upcoming events because they will not remember. Instead, come an hour early and say, “I am here to take you to...” When they say you didn’t tell them, slowly recite these words, “I’m sorry. I forgot to tell you. (pause) We still have lots of time. I will help you get ready.” Comment frequently after that, “we’ll go for ice cream.” Ice cream is a magically persuasive word. They are more likely to cooperate for ice cream.

**They Lose Their Short-Term Memory**

As the disease progresses, a person with Alzheimer’s disease will get younger and younger in their mind. In other words, they lose more and more of their short-term memory. Early in the disease they may have lost the last 10 years, but as the disease progresses they may lose the last 40 years, the last 60 years and so on. This is why they don’t recognize their spouse because in their mind they think they are 25 and their spouse is too old. They may ask where their mom is or want to go to work. If you see them talking to themselves in the mirror, they think they are talking to another person because they don’t recognize themselves. That person in the mirror is much older than they are. If they think the reflection in the mirror is someone else and causing a negative reaction, then you will want to remove any mirrors in their room.

First of all, figure out what age they are living. For instance, if they are looking for their spouse but do not recognize their spouse, you can assume they remember they are married which is usually between the age of 20 to 40. If they are looking for their mom, you can assume they are an adolescent. Once you figure out what age they are living, then you need to think about what was significant in their life at that time. Talking about that time in their life can trigger memories you may not have heard before. This is an opportunity to get to know them in a different way because they don’t recognize you. Use this new information to create moments of joy for both of you.

**Join Their Journey**

If your family member wants to feed the cattle or they ask you where their husband is, don’t try to orient them to the present day by saying, “John, don’t you remember you sold your cows 20 years ago” or “Mary, your husband has been gone for 10 years. You are now living at...” These kind of statements can be extremely terrifying for the person with Alzheimer’s disease. Your purpose is to reassure them that whatever or whoever they are looking for is perfectly okay. So instead, respond by saying, “I fed the cattle already today, they are just fine. You have taught me so much about farming” or “Mary, your husband is in the field.”

Remember your goal is to say whatever it takes to help them feel safe and secure “for the moment”. If you ever wonder if your answer was a “good one” just look at their facial expression and that will tell all. It’s okay to make mistakes... they have short-term memory loss and don’t remember the answer you gave them two minutes ago. Your mission is to keep changing your answer until you find one that works.

If they have lucidity for a moment and they catch you in a fib, quickly apologize and say you misunderstood. You could also distract by talking about something else. Most importantly, take things lightly. You have a better chance to get a positive response.
TRIGGERING LONG-TERM MEMORIES

For the most part their long-term memories are still there if we learn how to trigger them. So let’s begin! The more we incorporate their five senses (touch, smell, visual, sound, and taste) the more likely we are to trigger memories. One of the best ways to trigger memories is with tangible “stuff”. “Stuff” that is significant and familiar to them. If they enjoy making things out of wood, bring in their old tools or something they have made and act like you don’t know how these tools work but want to learn. Or maybe you just want the story behind the item they made. Whichever the case, you are more likely to get them to communicate if they have something to see, touch, feel, and smell.

Food is another wonderful way to trigger memories. Bring a homemade warm loaf of bread and you are sure to get memories from all the people you share it with. Bring in beans to snap and approach it like this, “I picked all these beans from the garden and was hoping you would help me snap them.” They need to feel needed and they also need to feel pride in their work. They need to feel like they are helping you with. If you give the project like it is a job they are less likely to enjoy it. If you make it seem like they are doing you a HUGE favor and you thank them for all their help, they are more likely to feel pride and joy from their work. Just donating garden vegetables for the activity person to share with the residents will bring joy to many.

As the disease progresses it becomes more and more difficult for them to communicate so we must change the way we communicate with them. Avoid asking questions that require them to respond with a sentence. Instead turn your question around so all they have to say is “yes or no.” For example, “What was your mom like?” This is a question that they must reply with a sentence. It is better to say, “Does your mom have brown curly hair like you?” They are more capable of responding with a yes or no. “Is your mom a hard worker?” “Can she sing?” If they come back with jumbled words and you do not understand what they just said, it is important that you act like you understood everything. Listen to their tone of voice and watch their facial expressions, this will help in understanding them. Also use generic responses like “I didn’t know that”, “Interesting”, “Really?”, “I agree”. These are magic statements to reassure them you are listening and they are being heard.

It is true that family heirlooms and keepsakes are irreplaceable. Stuff isn’t valuable until it brings a smile to someone’s face. Priceless memories “this stuff” triggers for You too!

“On Mother’s Day, I took my mother something special from her past, her mother’s purse. It was a small, beaded, cloth handbag filled with keepsakes that belonged to her Mother (who died at a young age, but memories still lingered on in spite of my mom’s Alzheimer’s disease). When Mom opened the clasp of the handbag, she found several things inside that she could take out and hold in her hands, tiny gloves, fancy combs that were used in her Mother’s hair, ring box with an opal ring, a small envelope and a note inside with her Mother’s handwriting, a small portrait of her Mother and Father.

Very carefully, she took out everything; very carefully she put back everything. She smiled as she did it. She enjoyed smelling and touching everything. For a long time, Mom sat at the table and enjoyed the purse. She laid each thing on the table while we talked about her Mother. Her favorite memory was seeing her Mother brush her long brown hair as she stood in her bedroom in front of the mirror. She brushed it and then arranged it on top of her head using the combs to keep it in place.”

Excerpt from Butterscotch Sundaes written by Virginia McCone.

LIVE THEIR TRUTH

No matter how hard we try, we cannot bring back their short-term memory. We can, however, take hold of their long-term memory and use it to create moments of joy. This means we need to live in their reality. When they are looking for their mom, think about what their mom did during the day and then use that as your answer so they feel like their mother is okay. For example, “she’s out doing chores”, “she’s in the kitchen making breakfast”, “she is doing the laundry”, etc. By giving answers that make sense to them, they are able to relax and not worry about where their mom is. Talk about their mom. Find out, maybe for the first time, what she was really like.

It is difficult for people to live their truth, to tell them their mom is doing chores when their mom is really gone, to tell them their horse is in the barn when they no longer have a horse. We don’t like doing this because we feel we are lying to them. I reassure you it is not lying but it is “living their truth”. No matter how hard you try to bring them to our reality you will lose in the end because they will ultimately think you are lying, trying to hurt them, or you are an imposter.

Maybe it will help if you visualize yourself in their position. You have Alzheimer’s disease but do not remember you do and you think you are perfectly fine. You are actually 85 but think you are 24. You wake up every morning in a strange place. You remember you have children but you cannot find them. You ask a stranger who acts as if they know who you are, “Where are my children?” They tell you the truth… “Your husband isn’t visiting until Tuesday. You live here now. Everything will be fine.” Your reaction would be, “Everything will not be fine because this is not my home. My children need me. I want to go home!” Does this vision help you understand? More importantly I hope it takes away some of the guilt you feel about “lying”.

Maybe it will help if you visualize yourself in their position. You have Alzheimer’s disease but do not remember you do and you think you are perfectly fine. You are actually 85 but think you are 24. You wake up every morning in a strange place. You remember you have children but you cannot find them. You ask a stranger who acts as if they know who you are, “Where are my children?” They tell you the truth… “Your husband isn’t visiting until Tuesday. You live here now. Everything will be fine.” Your reaction would be, “Everything will not be fine because this is not my home. My children need me. I want to go home!” Does this vision help you understand? More importantly I hope it takes away some of the guilt you feel about “lying”.

Bottom line is this… there is no reasoning with a person who has Alzheimer’s and you will not be able to make them live your reality. You can fight until you are blue in the face but you will lose in the end. Live their reality and find treasures in their reality. By enforcing their thought pattern, whatever that may be, you have a better chance of going into a more meaningful conversation.

“Meet them where they are and on pleasant terms.” Virginia McCone
STOP CORRECTING THEM
Before you correct them on the layers of clothes they are wearing, before you correct their story, before you correct them about being in someone else's room, ask yourself these three questions. 1.) What they are doing right now, is it hurting me? (not annoying… use the word hurting) 2.) What they are doing right now, is it hurting anyone else here? 3.) What they are doing right now, is it hurting them? If the answer is “no” to those three questions, let them do what they want to do. Isn’t that what you would want? By correcting them you are only adding stress and agitation to their day. How would you like to be corrected all day long? Please apply these same guidelines when another person with Alzheimer’s disease is in your mom’s room. Is this hurting me? Is this hurting my mom? Is this hurting anyone else? We need to understand the other people here with Alzheimer’s disease are also doing the best they can with the abilities they have left.

When you visit and they are carrying around someone else’s stuff or wearing someone else’s sweater (or someone else is carrying around your mom’s stuff) don’t correct them… instead say to yourself, that doll must be familiar. I need to go shopping and get her five dolls that look like that one because it brings her comfort. You should ask why you need five dolls… because the doll will get lost, and other people want to hold the doll too.

For the most part, people with Alzheimer’s disease do not think there is anything wrong with them. They are not doing these things to make you upset... they are doing the best they can with the abilities they have left. So let them “be” no matter if it’s wrong or right. Let them have what they want to hold whether it is theirs or not. Now you have just assured them that everything is okay. What a comforting feeling to leave them with!

"Do unto others as you would have them do unto... your mom and dad.”

BLAME EVERYTHING ON SOMETHING OR SOMEONE ELSE
If you must take the car keys away... If they accuse you of stealing from them... blame someone else for the wrong they feel is occurring to them. You do not want to take the blame if you are the main person who takes care of them. You want them to like you so you must portray you are only here to help. If you must take their car keys away because they are no longer safe on the road, call the local police and ask them to do it. If you think someone is stealing their things, say you will call the cops and leave the room. Go get a drink of water or walk around for a while. The important part is that they feel you have heard them and you are going to take care of it. If they blame you for putting them in this facility, transfer the blame to the doctor or a person from their past they don’t like, or the bad weather this winter.

If you visit and their bed is wet, confidently say, “That roof is leaking again!” Now they either think they didn’t wet the bed or you’re stupid. Either is a win for them. If you see that their pants are wet, quietly whisper, “You must have sat in some water. I think I know where some pants are to change into.” You could also act like you don’t even notice and then whisper your findings to a staff person on the way out. You can also avoid confrontation by taking the blame upon yourself and repeating these words over and over again. “I’m sorry. I forgot.” “I’m sorry. It’s my fault.” “I’m sorry. You are right.” How can they be mad at a person who is sorry? Whether you have something to be sorry for or not isn’t the issue. The issue is taking the blame off of them every chance you get, so they have less stress. When they have less stress they function higher. Just like You!
OUR HOME IS YOURS
Edgewood Village and Edgewood Vista began in Minot, North Dakota, in 1992, when we developed a 32-bed basic care facility to accommodate the needs of the area’s expanding senior population. In 1998, we opened Edgewood Vista on Dominion, expanding our assisted living services into Bismarck. We now have locations throughout North Dakota, Minnesota, Montana, South Dakota, Nebraska, Wyoming and Idaho. Edgewood helps people stay as independent as possible, for as long as possible. Our well-trained, caring staff members value and respect our residents and their families, amidst a remarkable facility with various living and care options to provide exactly the level of care that residents need, when they need it. After all, that’s what neighbors are for. Welcome home!

DIRECTIONS
Edgewood Vista from DeMers Avenue East
Turn left onto 4th Street NW, take the first right onto 5th Avenue NW.

Edgewood Vista from DeMers Avenue West
Turn right onto 4th Street NW, take the first right onto 5th Avenue NW.

MORE INFORMATION
For more information on Edgewood Vista please call 218.773.6648 or visit us online at www.EdgewoodSeniorLiving.com